
Poochnkitty Has Finally Opened Its much
awaited Pets’ Accessories Collection with a
Focus on Quality!
Grooming pets is so much more
affordable with exquisite pet’s collection
from PoochnKitty!

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA,
November 9, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
We all love pets and want to pamper
them as much as we can. However, recently keeping a pet is getting real expensive stuff. Pets’
clothing and accessories prices have shot up in past decade; thanks to big brands jumping in the
industry. A dog or cat accessory can range anywhere from few bucks to thousand dollars.

Dogs and cats are two most loved and kept pets. We all love to play around with them, cuddle them
and take them anywhere we go. However, the higher cost of clothing and accessories left us with
fewer options than to keep them in house for longer periods.

Well, that’s about to change! 

PoochnKitty, an exclusive online Dogs’ and Cats’ stuff business has launched an incredible collection
of high-quality pet accessories including clothing, toys, food, housing and grooming products for dogs
and cats. The store has seen a lot of fuss recently and has kicked-off with a bang!

Talking to the Press Conference, Ms. Marry Marlow, Head of Operations said, “We love to share our
time with our pets. They are our best friends for life. The idea behind PoochnKitty was actually to help
raise this unique animal / human bond with some incredibly helpful and funny pet stuff.”

All products offered at PoochnKitty comes with multi-level quality inspection and approval from federal
agencies for pets. The company is quite vocal about its quality management and products originality.
“PoochnKitty is committed to deliver our customers with a unique and trusted bond of lifelong
membership. Our company’s objective is to offer pet owners reliable, fun and affordable dog’s and
cat’s stuff without compromising on quality”, Mr. Abhay Nath Chohan., Directory Marketing,
PoochnKitty.

Well, with the large inventory of stylish, safe and affordable dogs and cats collection, you can now
sigh breathe of relaxation and joy. The store is offering some seriously convenient and fun filled stuff
that will surely make your pet’s world go round and round.

According to press conference, the company is set to place foot at accelerator in terms of inventory
updating. The exclusive dog’s & Cat’s stuff store is already one of the fastest growing online store in
industry, and the management is ready to take it to a next step with even more efficient and pleasant
pet’s stuff.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://poochnkitty.com/collections/cat-apparel
https://poochnkitty.com/collections/dog-toys


Briefing about the future plans, Ms. Mary Marlow said, “We want absolute domination in industry. We
have fasten out seatbelts and are ready to catch-up with the giants of industry. Our high-quality
products, affordable pricing and sheer range of is what we are betting upon for success. So far, we
have received far more appreciation than we have expected, however, we are still committed to
achieve even more market share in near future”.

No one knows what’s coming for PoochnKitty in future, however, seeing the commitment, resolute of
the management and the response so far, we can only predict that this online store is surely going to
make things a lot more happening for the pet owners. 

About PoochnKitty:
PoochnKitty is a pet’s exclusive online store offering complete range of dogs and cats products
including; clothing, apparel, containment solutions, toys, food, jewelry, accessories and much more.
The store is based in Ontario, Canada and is currently offering its products to North-American
markets only.  All products available at PoochnKitty comes under full quality and safety control with
certification for pet safety from federal agencies. You can visit their website www.poochnkitty.com to
view the complete inventory available with them.
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